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JANUARY TRENDING NEWS: Formulating High Protein Functional Food with Dairy Ingredients
Most producers struggle to successfully incorporate dairy protein ingredients into everyday products. NZMP has overcome
these processing challenges to capture a growing market opportunity. It’s no secret that today’s consumers are demanding
mainstream foods with nutritional benefits they need to live an active lifestyle. One of the difficulties with fortifying normal
foods with dairy ingredients is that high temperature processing can cause proteins to denature, resulting in undesirable
end-product tastes and textures. This issue is particularly prevalent when attempting to fortify products with dairy protein
ingredients, especially whey protein, to reach a high protein content. Using its NZMP’s SureProtein, NZMP has collaborated
with partners and customers to overcome processing issues to successfully create indulgent but healthier everyday foods –
such as high protein ice cream and apple pie – to provide active consumers with the great tasting nutrition they desire.

Supply:
EU: Milk production currently reported
to be slightly down, partly as a result of
the 2018 summer drought impact on
feed in the western side of the region.
There are expectations that the spring
weather will improve the situation. EU Japan Economic Partnership will bw
effective from 01 Feb 2019, with a
significant tariff reduction on cheese
being part of the agreement. The Brexit
Withdrawal agreement is causing
uncertainty in the region, as well as in
the global market.
NZ: Reports show that December's good
weather and rain improved soil moisture
and pasture levels recovery across the
region, which resulted in milk volumes
being higher than the same period last
season. Even though the favourable
conditions are expected to continue,
milk production is currently on a
seasonal decline in the region.
US/America: The South of the region is
reported to be suffering from heavy
rains as a result of the El Nino effect.
Despite milk yields in Argentina and
Uruguay being adversely affected by the
humid conditions, manufacturing needs
in the region are being met.

SA: The region is still experiencing dry
weather conditions, which has delayed
crop planting and also affected livestock
feed. Farmers in the western parts of
the region are reported to have
experienced less than normal yields for
at least 5 years due to drought. There
are reports that farmers are concerned
about threat on crops and livestock
caused by the persistent dryness and hot
weather.

Demand and product information:
Reports out of the EU show that butter
demand has increased in the region,
with Q3 & Q4 contract discussions
already taking place. Butter production
out of Oceania is reported to be filling
contracts already in place and very
limited butter available for spot market.
Reports show that cheese production is
currently enough to take care of existing
commitments and supply reported to be
tight out of Oceania.
Reports on SMP Intervention stock show
that 99% of stock has been sold out,
with only about 4 000 tonnes left as of
January 2019. Reports out of the EU and
Oceania show that there is steady to

supply of product.
EU WMP production continues to
service the internal market, with very little
being available for global market. Oceania
WMP production is fulfilling commitments
for Q1 & Q2, with very little available for
spot buying.

Outlook:
Reports show that milk production in all
regions is expected to be tight due to
weather conditions or seasonal decline.
Product availability is also tight as most
supply is going towards commitments and
very little is available for spot buying.
Local: The reserve bank is reported to
forecast a lower inflation outlook, which
will result in steady interest rates for the
country. An increase in fuel price has also
been reported for February as a result of an
increase in crude oil prices. There is
political uncertainty in the country ahead of
the upcoming elections and reports are
that this is affecting investor confidence

Easy is not an option- L. Brown
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Let’s get Technical: Protein
We will be starting a new module, i.e. Protein. Join us on this journey discovering Protein.
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